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Cubism

Cubism began during the early 
1900s in Paris, France. 

The idea behind cubism is to show 
the essence of an object by 
demonstrating many different angles 
and point of views at the same time.
A broken object analyzed from many
different perspectives.

Artists Pablo Picasso and Georges 
Braque joined to explore this radical 
style of cube-inspired painting in
order to introduce the idea of 
relativity by analysing;

-mediums of geometry
-objects
-shapes
-colors

  Seated Nude by Pablo Picasso

*early cubism*



Cubist Georges Braque analyzed 
objects in terms of:

-volume 
-shape
-color

He played with flat visuals explored 
three-dimensional planes. 

La Guitare by Georges Braque



He began to emphasize overlapping 

planes and flat surfaces. 

In this period, they dropped the bold 

colors and shapes for more 

conservative French styles.

Artists have been adoring the sim-

plicity of geometric shapes since way 

before the invention of modern 

design software.

Today, it remains a major influence 

on modern art history.

Three Musicians by Pablo Picasso



Characteristics of Cubism:

-Splintered shapes, flattened space 
and geometric blocks of color

-Multiple angles

-Reconstruct objects

-Confliction between what eyes see 
and what the minds knows that is 
suppose to be there

Dancer in a café by Jean Metzinger



Cubism to 3D

Artist Omar Aqil returns six 
Picasso paintings to create
imaginative 3D cubism.

Artist aims to analyse into 
Picasso’s trademark geomet-
ric forms as well as changing 
the perception of viewers.

Cubism to 3D:
-Perception
-Figure Ground Relation
 





3D Printing-Modelling

3D Printers // a machine allowing 
the creation of a physical object from 
a three-dimensional digital model, 
typically by laying down many thin 
layers of a material in succession.

The creation of a 3D printed object 
is achieved using additive process-
es. In an additive process an object 
is created by laying down successive 
layers of material until the object is 
created. Each of these layers can 
be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal 
cross-section of the eventual object.

To print a 3-D object, the manufacturer uses a computer
aided design (CAD) program to create a digital model 
that gets sliced into very thin cross-sections called layers. 
During the print process, the 3-D printer starts at the bot-
tom of the design and builds up successive layers of ma-
terial until the object is finished.



Imaginary
// Imagine to real
-Rapid prototyping

-Reduce design complexity



Productivity
 // Easy to Produce

-No skilled person needed
-No wastage of materinal







Your Next House Could Be 3D Printed



3D Printed House/Structure Location: Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Specifications: 8 square meter floor space, 25-cubic meter in volume

Year of construction: 2016

3D Printed House/Structure Architect: DUS Architects



3D Printed House/Structure Location: Madrid, Spain
Specifications: 40-feet long
Year of construction: 2017

3D Printed House/Structure Architect: Institute of Advanced Architecture of Catalonia

The footbridge was 3D printed with micro-reinforced concrete material, measuring a total of 12 meters in 
length and 1.75 meters in width. According to the IAAC, this project is the accumulation of 15 years of 
research on large-scale 3D printing in the architectural sector. The team uses parametric design techniques 
to eliminate material waste while strengthening the bridge.



3D Printed Zaha Hadid Chair at 15th Venice Biennale

First printed in 2014 using a Stratasys’ large-scale Objet1000 Multi-material 3D Printer, the chair has been 
featured in various museums and exhibitions across Europe.

Together with her partner, Schumacher, Hadid designed the lightweight chair in order to explore the po-
tential of multi-material and multi-color 3D printing technology.



3D Printed House/Structure Location: Amsterdam, Netherlands
Specifications: N/A

Year of construction: Started in 2015
3D Printed House/Structure Architect: Joris Laarman Lab

the Dutch company MX3D revealed their plan to 3D print a steel bridge using multi-axis robot arms



3D Printed House/Structure Location:  Upstate New York

Specifications: 2,400 square foot

Year of construction: August 2014 – present

3D Printed House/Structure Architect: D-Shape Enterprises and NYC architect Adam Kushner

This large-scale 3D printer is capable of printing “building blocks” in a 6-by-6 meter cube. 


